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Abstract In this review we discuss and compare the usage
of simplified models and Effective Field Theory (EFT)
approaches in dark matter searches. We provide a state of the
art description on the subject of EFTs and simplified models,
especially in the context of collider searches for dark mat-
ter, but also with implications for direct and indirect detection
searches, with the aim of constituting a common language for
future comparisons between different strategies. The material
is presented in a form that is as self-contained as possible, so
that it may serve as an introductory review for the newcomer
as well as a reference guide for the practitioner.
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1 Introduction

The existence of a Dark Matter (DM) component of the uni-
verse is now firmly established, receiving observational sup-
port from gravitational effects both on astrophysical scales
and on cosmological scales. The DM abundance is precisely
known and can be expressed in terms of the critical energy
density as ΩDMh2 = 0.1196 ± 0.0031 [1], which corre-
sponds to about one quarter of the total energy content of our
universe. Besides this, almost no other experimental informa-
tion is available about the nature of Dark Matter and its inter-
actions with the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics.

The paradigm for the DM particle which has been most
thoroughly studied, especially motivated by the attempts to
solve the hierarchy problem such as Supersymmetry, is that of
a Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMP), with weak-
scale interactions and masses in the range of about GeV–TeV.
In this review we will stick to the WIMP paradigm, so we
will use DM and WIMP interchangeably.

Experimental searches for WIMPs attack the problem
from very different angles, in an attempt to (directly or
indirectly) probe the nature of the DM particle. Broadly
speaking, the search strategies currently ongoing proceed
in three main directions: (1) collider searches, identifying
the traces of direct production of DM in particle colliders;
(2) direct searches, looking for the scattering events of DM
with heavy nuclei in a shielded underground laboratory; (3)
indirect searches, detecting the final products of DM annihi-
lations in the galaxy or in the Sun, such as gamma-rays or
neutrinos.

The benefit of exploiting the complementary interplay
among these different approaches is to improve the discov-
ery potential in a significant way. As this interplay is gain-
ing more and more importance in recent years, the need
for a common language into which to translate the results
of the different searches has become more pressing. The
efforts to develop more model-independent approaches to
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DM searches (especially for collider physics) stimulated a
vast literature on the subject [2–113].

The approach of using Effective Field Theory (EFT) is
based on describing the unknown DM interactions with the
SM in a very economical way. This has attracted significant
attention, especially because of its simplicity and flexibility
which allows it to be used in vastly different search con-
texts. Unfortunately, the validity of this approach, as far as
the collider searches for DM are concerned, has been ques-
tioned [42,46,72,79,93,114,115] and the limitations to the
use of EFTs are by now recognized by the theoretical and
experimental communities [116–120].

Certainly, one way out of this impasse is to resort to full-
fledged models of new physics, comprising a DM candidate.
For example, models connected to the solution of the hier-
archy problem, such as supersymmetric models or models
with a composite Higgs, are already being thoroughly stud-
ied. These kinds of searches for DM within more complete
frameworks of particle physics have been and are currently
the subject of a great deal of research. The results often play
the role of benchmarks to be used among different commu-
nities of DM hunters. On the other hand, more fundamental
frameworks necessarily involve many parameters. Therefore,
the inverse problem, i.e. using experimental results to under-
stand the theory space, necessarily involves a large number
of degeneracies. This is a particularly severe problem for
DM, for which the only precisely known property is the relic
abundance.

A “third-way” between these two extremes, the effective-
operator approximation and complete ultraviolet models, is
possible and is indeed convenient.

The logic behind the so-called simplified models [121–
123] is to expand the effective-operator interaction to include
the degrees of freedom of a “mediator” particle, which con-
nects the DM particle with the Standard Model sector. This
amounts to assuming that our “magnifying glass” (the LHC
or a future collider) is powerful enough to be able to go
beyond the coarse-grained picture provided by EFT and
resolve more microscopic – though not all – details which
were integrated out. In the limit of sufficiently heavy medi-
ators, the EFT situation is recovered.

This way of proceeding has appealing features as well as
limitations. Of course, despite being simple and effective, this
is not the only way to go. In fact one may look for alternative
scenarios which, while not fully committing to specific mod-
els, still offer diversified phenomenology, e.g. along the lines
of the benchmarks in Ref. [124]. Furthermore, the simplified
model approach may look rather academic, as these models
are unlikely to be a realistic fundamental theory.

On the other hand, simplified models retain some of the
virtues of the other extreme approaches: a small number of
manageable parameters for simpler search strategies, and
close contact with ultraviolet completions, which reduce to

the simplified models in some particular low-energy limit.
Moreover, one can exploit the direct searches for the media-
tor as a complementary tool to explore the dark sector.

In this review, we summarize the state of the art of DM
searches using EFT and simplified models. Our focus will
be primarily on collider searches but we will also discuss
the connections with direct and indirect searches for DM. In
Sect. 2 we highlight the virtues and drawbacks of the EFT
approach, and provide the formulae which are necessary to
establish the links among collider/direct/indirect searches, so
that a unified picture emerges. In Sect. 3 we shift the atten-
tion to the simplified models. A classification of these models
according to the quantum numbers of the mediator and DM
particles and the tree-level mediation channel, is used as a
guideline for the discussion of the different kinds of model.
We also propose an easy-to-remember nomenclature for the
simplified models and point out which ones still need further
investigation.

2 Effective field theories: virtues and drawbacks

Given that the particle nature of DM and its interactions are
still unknown, it is important that analyses of experimental
data include constraints that cover as broad a range of DM
models as possible in a way that is as model-independent as
possible. Whilst the EFT approach does have limitations, it
remains a powerful tool to achieve this goal. This approach
should be complemented by both limits on the raw signal, and
constraints on models which capture the full phenomenol-
ogy of well-motivated UV-complete DM models, but none
of these approaches should stand in isolation.

The EFT approach involves reducing the interactions
between DM and the SM fields down to contact interactions,
described by a set of non-renormalisable operators, for exam-
ple,

LEFT = 1

M2∗
(q̄q) (χ̄χ) . (1)

In this case, a fermionic DM particle χ and SM quark q are
coupled via a scalar interaction. The strength of the interac-
tion is governed by an energy scale M∗, taken to the appro-
priate power for this dimension-6 operator

The beauty of the EFT approach is that each operator and
energy scale describe a range of processes, depending on
the direction of the arrow of time in Fig. 1: DM annihi-
lation, scattering, and production can all described by the
same operator. As we will describe in more detail in the
following section, calculations using these operators corre-
spond to taking an expansion in powers of the energy scale
of the interaction, along the lines of En/Mn∗ , and truncat-
ing. Therefore EFT calculations are a consistent description
of a higher-order process if and only if the energy scale of
the interaction is small compared to the energy scale M∗.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of an EFT interaction between DM and the SM

Therefore the EFT description is strongest when there is a
clear separation between the energy scales of the operator
and the interaction. In the context of DM searches, there
are several situations where the EFT approach is absolutely
solid. In indirect searches, for example, the energy scale for
the non-relativistic annihilation of DM particles in the halo
is of the order of the DM mass mDM; direct DM searches
probe the non-relativistic DM-nucleon operator, where the
energy transfer is of the order of MeV. Therefore, as long as
the mediator is heavier than O(MeV) (O(mDM)), EFTs can
provide a consistent description of (in)direct detection, as we
outline in Sects. 2.2 and 2.3.

However, the situation is substantially different in LHC
searches for DM. In fact, effective operators are a tool to
describe the effects of heavy particles (or ‘mediators’) in
the low energy theory where these particles have been inte-
grated out. But the LHC machine delivers scattering events
at energies so high, that they may directly produce the medi-
ator itself. Of course, in this case the EFT description fails.
While EFT analyses remain a useful tool for LHC searches,
this simple point calls for a careful and consistent use of the
EFT, checking its range of validity, in the context of DM
searches at the LHC.

2.1 Effective field theories for collider searches

EFTs are useful at colliders as a parameterisation of missing
energy searches. If DM is produced alongside one or more
energetic SM particles, then the vector sum of the visible
transverse momentum will be non-zero, indicating the pres-
ence of particles invisible to the detector, such as neutrinos,
DM, or long-lived undetected particles.

The most relevant operators for collider searches are the
relativistic DM-quark and DM-gluon operators, shown in
Tables 1 and 2 for Dirac and Majorana fermionic DM, and
Tables 3 and 4 for complex and real scalar DM respectively,
where G̃μν ≡ εμνρσGρσ . The parameter M∗ is of course
independent for each operator, and in principle for each fla-
vor of quark, although M∗ is generally assumed to be flavor-
universal in collider studies, in order to avoid issues with
flavor constraints, such as flavor-changing neutral currents.

Table 1 Operators for Dirac DM

Label Operator Usual coefficient Dimension

OD1 χ̄χ q̄q mq/M3∗ 6

OD2 χ̄ iγ5χ q̄q mq/M3∗ 6

OD3 χ̄χ q̄iγ5q mq/M3∗ 6

OD4 χ̄ iγ5χ q̄iγ5q mq/M3∗ 6

OD5 χ̄γ μχ q̄γμq 1/M2∗ 6

OD6 χ̄γ μγ5χ q̄γμq 1/M2∗ 6

OD7 χ̄γ μχ q̄γμγ5q 1/M2∗ 6

OD8 χ̄γ μγ5χ q̄γμγ5q 1/M2∗ 6

OD9 χ̄σμνχ q̄σμνq 1/M2∗ 6

OD10 χ̄ iσμνγ5χ q̄σμνq 1/M2∗ 6

OD11 χ̄χGμνGμν αS/4M3∗ 7

OD12 χ̄γ5χGμνGμν iαS/4M3∗ 7

OD13 χ̄χGμν G̃μν αS/4M3∗ 7

OD14 χ̄γ5χGμν G̃μν iαS/4M3∗ 7

Table 2 Operators for Majorana DM

Label Operator Usual coefficient Dimension

OM1 χ̄χ q̄q mq/2M3∗ 6

OM2 χ̄ iγ5χ q̄q mq/2M3∗ 6

OM3 χ̄χ q̄iγ5q mq/2M3∗ 6

OM4 χ̄ iγ5χ q̄iγ5q mq/2M3∗ 6

OM5 χ̄γ μγ5χ q̄γμq 1/2M2∗ 6

OM6 χ̄γ μγ5χ q̄γμγ5q 1/2M2∗ 6

OM7 χ̄χGμνGμν αS/8M3∗ 7

OM8 χ̄γ5χGμνGμν iαS/8M3∗ 7

OM9 χ̄χGμν G̃μν αS/8M3∗ 7

OM10 χ̄γ5χGμν G̃μν iαS/8M3∗ 7

Table 3 Operators for Complex Scalar DM

Label Operator Usual coefficient Dimension

OC1 φ∗φq̄q mq/M2∗ 5

OC2 φ∗φq̄iγ5q mq/M2∗ 5

OC3 φ∗i←→∂μ φq̄γ μq 1/M2∗ 6

OC4 φ∗i←→∂μ φq̄γ μγ5q 1/M2∗ 6

OC5 φ∗φGμνGμν αS/4M2∗ 6

OC6 φ∗φGμν G̃μν αS/4M2∗ 6

Table 4 Operators for Real Scalar DM

Label Operator Usual coefficient Dimension

OR1 φ2q̄q mq/2M2∗ 5

OR2 φ2q̄iγ5q mq/2M2∗ 5

OR3 φ2GμνGμν αS/8M2∗ 6

OR4 φ2Gμν G̃μν αS/8M2∗ 6
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Generically, EFTs are a valid description of DM interac-
tions with the Standard Model if the interactions are mediated
by a heavy particle out of the kinematic reach of the collider.
At the energy scales and coupling strengths accessible to the
LHC, the validity of the EFT approximation can no longer
be guaranteed.

As an illustration of the range of validity of EFT operators,
we begin with a benchmark simplified model, where a pair
of Dirac DM fermions interact with the SM via s-channel
exchange of a Z ′-like mediator with pure vector couplings

Lint ⊃ −Z ′
μ

(∑
q

gqq̄γ μq + gχ χ̄γ μχ

)
. (2)

which is going to be discussed in detail in Sect. 3.4.2. The
mediator has mass Mmed and vector couplings to quarks and
DM with strength gq and gχ respectively, and this model
reduces to the OD5 operator in the full EFT limit. At low
energies, much smaller than Mmed, the heavy mediator can
be integrated out and one is left with a theory without the
mediator, where the interactions between DM and quarks are
described by a tower of effective operators. The expansion
in terms of this tower can be viewed as the expansion of the
propagator of the mediator particle,

gqgχ

M2
med − Q2

tr
= gqgχ

M2
med

(
1 + Q2

tr

M2
med

+ O

(
Q4

tr

M4
med

))
, (3)

where Qtr is the transfer momentum of the process. Retaining
only the leading term 1/M2

med corresponds to truncating the
expansion to the lowest-dimensional operator. The parame-
ters of the high-energy theory and the scale M∗ associated
with the dimension-6 operators of the low-energy EFT are
then connected via

M∗ = Mmed√
gqgχ

, (4)

which holds as long as

Qtr 	 Mmed. (5)

In such an s-channel model, there is a condition defin-
ing the point where the approximation has inevitably broken
down. The mediator must carry at least enough energy to
produce DM at rest, therefore Qtr > 2mDM. Combining this
with Eqs. (4) and (5), we see

M∗ >
Qtr√
gqgχ

> 2
mDM√
gqgχ

, (6)

which in the extreme case in which couplings are as large
as possible while remaining in the perturbative regime,
gχ , gq < 4π , gives

M∗ >
mDM

2π
. (7)

Note that this condition is necessary but not sufficient for the
validity of the EFT approximation. A better measure of the
validity comes from drawing a comparison between Qtr and
Mmed, which defines three regions [79]:

1. When Q2
tr < M2

med ≡ gqgχ M2∗ , the approximation in
Eq. (3) holds. This is clearly the only region where the
EFT approximation remains valid.

2. In the region where Q2
tr ∼ M2

med the production cross-
section undergoes a resonant enhancement. The EFT
approximation misses this enhancement, and is therefore
conservative relative to the full theory.

3. When Q2
tr � M2

med, the expansion in Eq. (3) fails and
the signal cross section falls like Q−1

tr rather than M−1
med.

In this region the EFT constraints will be stronger than
the actual ones.

Reference [119] has calculated the kinematic distribution of
events at 14 TeV for both this benchmark simplified model
at a range of mediator masses, and the OD5 operator. They
find that the spectra become equivalent at a mediator mass of
10 TeV, and so EFTs can be considered a valid description
of simplified models with mediators at or above this mass
scale. At such large mediator mass scales, it is possible that
a constraint on M∗ will correspond to very large values of
gχ gq above the range where perturbative calculations are
valid. In this case it remains problematic to draw a clear
correspondence between a constraint on M∗ and a constraint
on simplified model parameters.

EFTs do not aim to capture the complex physics described
by UV-complete models, and so gauge invariance is often not
enforced. This can lead to issues if the phenomenology of the
operator no longer describes that of a UV complete operator
but rather is symptomatic of the violation of gauge invari-
ance. As an example, both ATLAS and CMS have included
searches [81,96,97] for a version of OD5 where the rela-
tive coupling strength to up and down quarks was allowed
to vary, leading to an enhancement of the cross section. Ref-
erence [106] pointed out that this enhancement is due to the
breaking of gauge invariance. In UV complete models that
satisfy gauge invariance, the enhancement is much smaller
[125,126].

Another issue that may arise when dealing with high-
energy collisions is to make sure that unitarity of the S-
matrix is not violated. When adopting an EFT description,
this means that the condition of unitarity preservation sets
an energy scale above which the contact interaction is not
reliable anymore and a UV completion of the operator must
be adopted instead. For instance, for the operator OD5, the
unitarity constraint gives [46]

M∗ >

[(
1 − 4m2

χ

s

)
s

√
3

4π

]1/2

, (8)
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where
√
s is center-of-mass energy of the initial state of the

process qq̄ → χχ̄ + j (see Ref. [127] for the constraints on
other operators). As a consistency check, the limits on M∗
derived experimentally according with any of the two meth-
ods described below need to be compared with the unitarity
bound.
EFT truncation by comparison with a simplified model We
see from Eqs. (3) and (4) that the validity of the EFT approxi-
mation as a description of some UV-complete model depends
on the unknown parameters of that model. By introducing
a minimum set of free parameters from such a model, one
can enforce EFT validity by restricting the signal so that only
events which pass the EFT validity condition Eq. (5) are used,
thereby removing events for which the high-mediator-mass
approximation made in the EFT limit is not a valid approx-
imation in a given model. In a typical s-channel model this
EFT validity condition is

Q2
tr < M2

med = gqgχ M
2∗ . (9)

Discarding events which do not pass this condition gives a
truncated signal cross section as a function of (mχ , gqgχ ,

M∗) or (mχ , Mmed). This can be solved to find a rescaled,
conservative limit on the energy scale, M rescaled∗ .

Note that if gqgχ is fixed rather than Mmed, then the
truncated cross-section which is used to derive a rescaled
limit M rescaled∗ is itself a function of the M rescaled∗ . There-
fore the M rescaled∗ is found via a scan or iterative procedure.
ATLAS has applied this procedure for a range of operators
in Ref. [105].

If instead Mmed is fixed, then gqgχ must increase to match
the new value of M∗ via the relation in Eq. (4). If a very large
value of Mmed is chosen or assumed in order to guarantee
Q2

tr < M2
med, then the derived constraint on M∗ may give

a large value of gqgχ . If gqgχ becomes sufficiently large,
then perturbation theory is no longer a reliable computation
technique.

EFT truncation using the center of mass energy The proce-
dure described above implicitly assumes some kind of knowl-
edge of the underlying UV completion of the EFT. The trun-
cation method relies on the transferred momentum Qtr of the
process of interest.

Alternatively, it is possible to extract limits without
explicit assumptions about the UV completion, basing the
truncation upon the center of mass energy Ecm of the pro-
cess of DM production [128,129]. The results will be more
model-independent, but necessarily weaker than those based
on the previous truncation method.

According to this method, the EFT approximation is reli-
able as long as

Ecm < Mcut, (10)

where the cutoff scale Mcut is what defines the range of valid-
ity of the EFT approximation. Such scale can be related
to the suppression scale M∗ of the effective operator by
Mcut = g∗ M∗ , where g∗ plays the role of an effective cou-
pling, inherited by an unknown UV completion. For instance,
in the case of a UV completion of the type Z ′-type model of
Eq. 2, one has g∗ = √

gχgq.
As said, the parameter Mcut is associated to the failure of

the EFT description and it can be identified by using a ratio
R, defined as the fraction of events satisfying the condition
ŝ < M2

cut. Large enough Mcut means all events are retained,
so R = 1. Small enough Mcut means all events are rejected,
so R = 0, which means no result can be extracted. A useful
methodology is to find the values of Mcut for which the trun-
cation provides values of R within 0.1 and 1, and then show
the corresponding limits for such values of Mcut.

If a specific UV completion of the EFT is assumed (or
hinted by experiments), the parameters Mcut, M∗ can be com-
puted in terms of the parameters of the simplified model and
the resulting bounds will be more conservative than those
obtained by using Qtr . However, if no UV completion is
known or assumed, the method described here becomes par-
ticularly helpful.

In Ref. [130] the reader can find the details of an explicit
application of these two truncation techniques.

2.2 Effective field theories for direct detection

Direct detection experiments search for the signature of DM
scattering with a terrestrial target. Currently the most sen-
sitive experiments use a noble liquid target material in a
two-phase time projection chamber. This design allows the
experiment to see two signals: the prompt photons from scin-
tillation events, and a delayed signal from ionisation events.
The ratio between these two signals allows the experiment
to distinguish between nuclear and electronic recoils, reduc-
ing the background from scattering due to cosmic rays and
background radiation. This gives a constraint on the energy
spectrum of DM-nucleus recoil events dR/dER , which is
in turn used to constrain the DM-nucleon scattering cross-
section via the relation (per unit target mass)

dR

dER
= ρχ

mχmN

∫
|v|>vmin

d3v|v| f (v)dσχ A

dER
, (11)

where ρχ is the local DM density, vmin =
√
mAE th

R /(2μχ A)2

is the minimum DM velocity required to transfer a threshold
recoil kinetic energy E th

R to the nucleus A, μχ A is the DM-
nucleus reduced mass, f (v) is the local DM velocity distribu-
tion, and dσχ A/dER is the differential DM-nucleus scatter-
ing cross section. The energy dependence of dσχ A/dER for
a given detector depends on the underlying DM model and
contains a nuclear form factor. This cross section can be com-
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Table 5 Non-relativistic DM-nucleon contact operators relevant to
describing the interactions listed in Sect. 2.1. The operator ONR

2 =
(v⊥)2 from Ref. [53] is not induced by any of the relativistic operators
considered in Sec. 2.1 and so is not discussed here

Label Operator

ONR
1 1

ONR
3 isN · (q × v⊥)

ONR
4 sχ · sN

ONR
5 isχ · (q × v⊥)

ONR
6 (sχ · q)(sN · q)

ONR
7 sN · v⊥

ONR
8 sχ · v⊥

ONR
9 isχ · (sN × q)

ONR
10 isN · q

ONR
11 isχ · q

ONR
12 v⊥ · (sχ × sN )

puted starting from a more basic quantity, the DM-nucleon
scattering cross section at zero momentum transfer σχN (with
N = n, p) which is the quantity commonly constrained by
the experimental collaborations and can be thought of as the
normalisation of the full cross-section dσχ A/dER .

The scattering interactions involved in direct detection
experiments are at a vastly different energy scale than those at
the LHC. In a DM-nucleon scattering event, the DM veloc-
ity is of order 10−3c and the momentum transfer is only
O(10 MeV) [20], which leads to two main differences when
compared with the picture at colliders: (1) in direct detec-
tion experiments, the EFT approximations will be valid for
a much larger range of parameters, down to mediators at the
MeV mass scale [131]; and (2) the relevant operators are
not the usual DM-parton operators considered in Sect. 2.1,
but rather the non-relativistic limit of DM-nucleon opera-
tors. A partial list of these operators is given in Table 5,
in the language of [53,132]. The discussion in this section
is limited to the matching of operators at the lowest order.
For long-distance next-to-leading-order QCD corrections to
WIMP-nucleus cross section see e.g. Refs. [99,133–140].

The large splitting between the LHC and direct detection
energy scales makes it important to remember that the opera-
tor coefficients need to be RG-evoluted from the high energy
theory, including the matching conditions at the quark masses
thresholds [92,141].

The matrix element describing DM-nucleon contact inter-
actions is then given by a sum of the contributions from each
non-relativistic operator

M =
12∑
i=1

cNi (mχ )ONR
i . (12)

Next we show how to translate between the language of rela-
tivistic DM-quark operators discussed in Sect. 2.1 and direct

detection constraints on the non-relativistic DM-nucleon
operators in Table 5 [20,53,132].

To do this, first we consider the intermediate-stage rela-
tivistic DM-nucleon operators, beginning with the Dirac DM
listed in Table 6 as a concrete example, with other cases dis-
cussed later. The effective Lagrangian at nucleon level gains
contributions from DM interactions with quarks and gluons
and can be written at either level as

Leff =
∑
q,i

cqi O
q
i +

∑
g, j

cgi O
g
j =

∑
N ,k

cNk O
N
k , (13)

where i, j are summed over whichever operators are present
in the model of interest, and N = n, p. This will induce a
sum over some subset k of nucleonic operators. The value of
the coefficients cNk , given in the third column of Table 6, are a
function of the coefficients of the DM-quark and DM-gluon
operators, cqi and cgj . These are dimensionful coefficients,
with the usual parameterisation given in the third column of
Table 1 for Dirac DM.

The coefficients cNk in Table 6 are also a function of sev-

eral other parameters. Note that f (N )
G ≡ 1 −∑

q=u,d,s f (N )
q ,

and C3,4 = (
∑

q c
q
3,4/mq)(

∑
q=u,d,s m

−1
q )−1. There is some

uncertainty in the determination of f (N )
q , δ

(N )
q and Δ

(N )
q . In

Table 7, we show the values used by micrOMEGAs [142].
Although they use a relatively old determination of these
parameters, they remain useful as a benchmark commonly
used by the community. Note that other, quite different sets of
values are also available in the literature. See Refs. [143–152]
for f (N )

q ,Δ
(N )
q and Refs. [153–155] for other determinations

of δ
(N )
q .

The next step is to establish relationships between rela-
tivistic and non-relativistic operators. At leading order in the
non-relativistic limit, the DM-nucleon operators in Table 6
reduce down to a combination of the operators from Table 5
according to the relations

〈ON
D1〉 = 〈ON

D5〉 = 4mχmNO
NR
1 ,

〈ON
D2〉 = −4mNO

NR
11 ,

〈ON
D3〉 = 4mχO

NR
10 ,

〈ON
D4〉 = 4ONR

6 ,

〈ON
D6〉 = 8mχ (mNO

NR
8 + ONR

9 ),

〈ON
D7〉 = 8mN (−mχO

NR
8 + ONR

9 ),

〈ON
D8〉 = −1

2
〈ON

D9〉 = −16mχmNO
NR
4 ,

〈ON
D10〉 = 8(mχO

NR
11 − mNO

NR
10 − 4mχmNO

NR
12 . (14)

Using these relationships, the matrix-element for the interac-
tions described by the Lagrangian in Eq. (13) can be rewritten
in terms of a sum of non-relativistic operators. Used in com-
bination with Eq. (12), the coefficients cNi of the NR operators
can be converted into those of the relativistic operators and
vice-versa.
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Table 6 DM-nucleon operators for Dirac fermion DM. For Majorana
DM, OD5, OD7, OD9 and OD10 disappear. The coefficients cqD1···D10,
cgD11···D13 are the corresponding coefficients from the third column of

Table 1, e.g. cqD5 = 1/M2∗ . Recall that the coefficients are in principle
independent for each quark flavor

Label Operator DM-parton coefficient cNk

ON
D1 χ̄χ N̄ N

∑
q=u,d,s c

q
D1

mN
mq

f (N )
q + 2

27 f (N )
G (

∑
q=c,b,t c

q
D1

mN
mq

− 1
3π

cgD11mN )

ON
D2 χ̄ iγ5χ N̄ N

∑
q=u,d,s c

q
D2

mN
mq

f (N )
q + 2

27 f (N )
G (

∑
q=c,b,t c

q
D2

mN
mq

− 1
3π

cgD12mN )

ON
D3 χ̄χ N̄ iγ5N

∑
q=u,d,s

mN
mq

[(cqD3 − C3) + 1
2π

cgD13m̃]Δ(N )
q

ON
D4 χ̄ iγ5χ N̄ iγ5N

∑
q=u,d,s

mN
mq

[(cqD4 − C4) + 1
2π

cgD14m̃]Δ(N )
q

ON
D5 χ̄γ μχ N̄γμN 2cuD5 + cdD5 for O

p
D5, and cuD5 + 2cdD5 for On

D5

ON
D6 χ̄γ μγ5χ N̄γμN 2cuD6 + cdD6 for O

p
D6, and cuD6 + 2cdD6 for On

D6

ON
D7 χ̄γ μχ N̄γμγ5N

∑
q c

q
D7Δ

(N )
q

ON
D8 χ̄γ μγ5χ N̄γμγ5N

∑
q c

q
D8Δ

(N )
q

ON
D9 χ̄σμνχ N̄σμνN

∑
q c

q
D9δ

(N )
q

ON
D10 χ̄ iσμνγ5χ N̄σμνN

∑
q c

q
D10δ

(N )
q

Table 7 Quark-nucleon form factors as used by micrOMEGAs [142]. Note that f (p)
s = f (n)

s , Δ
(p)
u = Δ

(n)
d , Δ

(p)
d = Δ

(n)
u , etc.

f (p)
u f (p)

d f (p)
s Δ

(p)
u Δ

(p)
d Δ

(p)
s δ

(p)
u δ

(p)
d δ

(p)
s

0.0153 0.0191 0.0447 0.842 −0.427 −0.085 0.84 −0.23 −0.046

f (n)
u f (n)

d f (n)
s Δ

(n)
u Δ

(n)
d Δ

(n)
s δ

(n)
u δ

(n)
d δ

(n)
s

0.011 0.0273 0.0447 −0.427 0.842 −0.085 −0.23 0.84 −0.046

As an example, let us consider the OD5 operator. If the
coupling to each flavor of quark is chosen to be independent,
i.e. cqD1 = 1/M2∗,q , then the effective Lagrangian at the DM-
quark level is

Leff =
∑
q

cqD5O
q
D5 =

∑
q

1

M2∗,q
χ̄γ μχ q̄γμq. (15)

Combining this with the information in Table 6, we see
that this operator contributes to ON

D5, and so the effective
Lagrangian at DM-nucleon level is

Leff =
∑
N

cND5O
N
D5

= (
2cuD5 + cnD5

)
O

p
D5 + (

cuD5 + 2cnD5

)
On

D5

=
(

2

M2∗,u
+ 1

M2∗,d

)
χ̄γ μχ p̄γμ p

+
(

1

M2∗,u
+ 2

M2∗,d

)
χ̄γ μχ n̄γμn. (16)

Using Eq. (14), we see that 〈ON
D5〉 = 4mχmNO

NR
1 , therefore

the matrix element is

M =
∑
N

cND5〈ON
D5〉

=
[

4mχmp

(
2

M2∗,u
+ 1

M2∗,d

)

+ 4mχmn

(
1

M2∗,u
+ 2

M2∗,d

)]
ONR

1

= (
c
p
1 (mχ ) + cn1(mχ )

)
ONR

1 (17)

Reference [132] provides a toolset to convert experimen-
tal data into a constraint on any combination of relativistic
or non-relativistic operators, by defining a benchmark con-
straint on an arbitrary operator and using the conversion for-
mula

c
p
i (mχ )2 =

12∑
i, j=1

∑
N ,N ′=p,n

cNi (mχ )cN
′

J (mχ )Y (N ,N ′)
i, j (mχ )

(18)

where Y (N ,N ′)
i, j are given as a set of interpolating functions

for each experiment.
To reiterate, in this section we have summarised how to

convert between the coefficients cNi (mχ ) of the NR operators
relevant for direct detection, and the coefficients cqi or M∗
of the fundamental underlying DM-parton operators. With
this information, Eq. (18) can be used to convert between
constraints on different operators using e.g. the code given
in Ref. [132].

Moving beyond Dirac DM, the relationships between
operators for Majorana DM are very similar to those given in
Table 6, the difference being that OD5, OD7, OD9 and OD10
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Table 8 DM-nucleon operators
for complex scalar fermion DM Label Operator DM-parton coefficient cNk

ON
C1 φ∗φ N̄ N

∑
q=u,d,s c

q
C1

mN
mq

f (N )
q + 2

27 f (N )
G (

∑
q=c,b,t c

q
C1

mN
mq

− 1
3π

cgC5mN )

ON
C2 φ∗φ N̄ iγ5N

∑
q=u,d,s

mN
mq

[(cqC2 − C2) + 1
2π

cgC6m̃]Δ(N )
q

ON
C3 φ∗i←→∂μ φ N̄γ μN 2cuC3 + cdC3 for O

p
C3, and cuC3 + 2cdC3 for On

C3

ON
C4 φ∗i←→∂μ φ N̄γ μγ5N

∑
q c

q
C4Δ

(N )
q

disappear and so do not have a Majorana analogue. Therefore
ON

D5, ON
D7 also do not have a Majorana version.

For complex scalar DM, the DM-nucleon operators are
given in Table 8. At leading order in the non-relativistic limit,
these reduce to

〈ON
C1〉 = 2mNO

NR
1 ,

〈ON
C2〉 = 2ONR

10 ,

〈ON
C3〉 = 4mχmNO

NR
1 ,

〈ON
C4〉 = −8mχmNO

NR
7 . (19)

For real scalar DM, φ∗ ≡ φ and ON
C3, ON

C4 vanish.
The final step to make contact with experimental results

is to draw a relationship between the coefficients of the DM-
parton operators and the notation used in the direct detec-
tion community, where constraints on the scattering rate are
usually given in terms of either spin-independent scattering
cross section σSI, or the spin-dependent scattering cross sec-
tion σSD. These two parameterisations of the scattering rate
are induced by the lowest-order expansion of specific non-
relativistic operators.

The spin-independent scattering rate corresponds to a con-
straint on cN1 of ONR

1 . This operator is the only one not
suppressed by either the momentum of the DM or a spin
coupling, and so is the most commonly studied interaction
in the community.

The spin-dependent rate σSD corresponds to a constraint
on cN4 of ONR

4 . This corresponds to an interaction of the
DM spin with the nuclear spin and therefore the scattering
rate is suppressed by the spin of the target nucleus. Not all
experiments are sensitive to this interaction.

From Eqs. (14) and (19) we see that several DM-nucleon
operators lead to these two NR operators. Specifically: ON

D1,
ON

D5, ON
C1, and ON

C3 lead to ONR
1 , while ON

D8, ON
D9 lead to

ONR
4 . At the DM-quark level, OD1, OD5, OD11, OC1, OC3

and OC5 each lead to a spin-independent scattering cross
section, while OD8, OD9 lead to a spin-dependent scattering
cross section. The formula for σSI, σSD for each of these
operators Oi is

σSI = μ2
χN

π
(cNi )2, (20)

σSD = 3μ2
χN

π
(cNi )2, (21)

where cNi is given in Table 6 for Dirac fermion DM and
Table 8 for complex scalar DM, μχN = mχmN/(mχ +mN )

is the DM-nucleon reduced mass, and the target nucleon is
either a neutron or a proton N = n, p.

The precise application of these formulae to convert
between σSI, σSD and the usual coefficients cqi from Tables 1
and 3 is sensitive to the choice of the nuclear form factors
(see Table 7), and so we list here the usual conversion used
by the community [21],

σD1
SI = 1.60 × 10−37 cm2

( μχ,N

1 GeV

)2
(

20 GeV

M∗

)6

(22)

σ
D5,C3
SI = 1.38 × 10−37 cm2

( μχ,N

1 GeV

)2
(

300 GeV

M∗

)4

(23)

σD11
SI = 3.83 × 10−41 cm2

( μχ,N

1 GeV

)2
(

100 GeV

M∗

)6

(24)

σC1
SI = 2.56 × 10−36 cm2

( μχ,N

1 GeV

)2
(

10 GeV

M∗

)4

×
(

10 GeV

mχ

)2

(25)

σC5
SI = 7.40 × 10−39 cm2

( μχ,N

1 GeV

)2
(

60 GeV

M∗

)4

×
(

10 GeV

mχ

)2

(26)

σ
D8,D9
SD = 4.70 × 10−39 cm2

( μχ,N

1 GeV

)2
(

300 GeV

M∗

)4

.

(27)

It is possible to convert constraints on σSI and σSD into con-
straints on the parameters of any other operator or combina-
tion of operators using Eq. (18) with the code described in
Ref. [132].

2.3 Effective field theories for indirect detection

Indirect detection is the search for the Standard Model par-
ticles arising as a result of DM self-annihilations (see e.g.
Ref. [156] for a state-of-the-art review). DM annihilation
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takes place on many scales, from cosmological scales down
to annihilation within the solar system.

Most indirect detection studies search for the gamma-
ray signal from WIMP annihilation on the scale of Galac-
tic halos. Both direct production of photons and secondary
production from the decay of other SM particles are consid-
ered. For annihilation of DM of mass mχ within the Galactic
halo, the gamma-ray flux observed at Earth along a line of
sight at angle ψ from the Galactic center, with an initial
photon energy spectrum per annihilation given by dNγ /dE ,
reads

dΦγ

dE
= 1

2

〈σv〉total

4πm2
χ

dNγ

dE

J (ψ)

J0
, (28)

where

J (ψ) = J0

∫ �max

0
ρ2

(√
R2

sc − 2�Rsc cos ψ + �2

)
d�,

(29)

is the integrated DM density squared and J0 = 1/[8.5 kpc ×
(0.3 GeV cm−3)2] is an arbitrary normalization constant
used to make J (ψ) dimensionless.

This form of the expression is useful as it factorizes J ,
which depends on astrophysics, from the rest of the expres-
sion which depends on particles physics. With knowledge
of J for the studied annihilation region and the gamma-
ray spectrum per annihilation dNγ /dE , a constraint can be
placed on the thermally averaged self-annihilation cross-
section, 〈σv〉total. A constraint on this parameter depends
only on the spectrum of SM particles per annihilation,
not on the underlying particle physics model. The numer-
ical tool introduced in Ref. [157] is helpful to get the
spectrum of SM particles in the final state of DM anni-
hilations. Since this spectrum is unknown, searches typ-
ically present constraints on individual channels assum-
ing 100 % branching ratio to that channel. For exam-
ple, a search may present a constraint assuming anni-
hilation purely to W+W−. This is equivalent to a con-
straint on the total cross section scaled by the branch-
ing ratio to that final state, 〈σv〉W+W− ≡ 〈σv〉total ×
BR(W+W−).

This means that an EFT analysis is not strictly necessary
for indirect detection studies, since the calculation of the
branching ratios within a specific model only adds model-
dependence to the constraints.

There are specific cases where EFT can be useful, such as
if one is interested in the spectrum of gamma-rays from DM
annihilation taking into account all final states. For example,
Ref. [158] used effective operators to study whether DM can
produce the spectrum of a potential gamma-ray excess from
the galactic center, and Refs. [23,159–162] uses the EFT
formalism to calculate the DM annihilation rate to the γ γ

final state. This is a very clean signature with few astrophys-

ical backgrounds, and so determining an accurate branching
ratio to this final state can give very strong constraints on DM
models.

Effective operators are also useful as a way to compare
the strength of indirect detection constraints with constraints
from other searches such as direct detection experiments and
colliders [25,31,48,163–165].

Galactic WIMPs at the electroweak scale are
non-relativistic, and so the energy scale of the interaction
is of order 2mχ . Hence the EFT approximation is valid for
indirect detection experiments as long as the DM mass is
much lighter than the mediator mass.

The operators describing DM interactions with the SM can
be organized in the non-relativistic limit as an expansion in
their mass dimension and in their velocity dependence (e.g.
s-wave, p-wave, etc. annihilations). For self-conjugate DM
(a Majorana fermion or a real scalar field), DM annihilation
to light fermions suffers from helicity suppression which can
be lifted by including extra gauge boson radiation. This effect
is of particular relevance for indirect detection, as it can sig-
nificantly change the energy spectra of stable particles origi-
nating from DM annihilations [31,166–179]. Sticking to the
EFT framework, this effect is encoded by higher-dimensional
operators [66,165].

Indirect detection can also be used to constrain the WIMP-
nucleon scattering rate via neutrinos from the sun. As the
solar system passes through the Galactic DM halo, DM will
scatter with the sun and become gravitationally bound. The
DM annihilation rate depends on the square of the DM num-
ber density, and therefore after a sufficient amount of time has
passed, the DM annihilation rate will increase until it reaches
equilibrium with the scattering rate. Therefore the size of the
scattering rate will control the flux of particles from the sun
from DM annihilation. Due to the opacity of the sun, neutri-
nos are the only observable DM annihilation product from the
sun, and so IceCube and other neutrino observatories can use
limits on the neutrino flux from the sun to place constraints
on the DM scattering cross-section [180]. This means that
indirect detection is in the unique position of being able to
probe both the relativistic and non-relativistic DM-SM effec-
tive operators.

3 A paradigm shift: simplified models

In the previous section we have spelled out the virtues and
drawbacks of the EFT approach for DM searches. Whilst
the EFT remains a useful tool if used consistently, it is now
clear that we must also look beyond the effective operator
approximation.

As anticipated in the Introduction to this review, a pos-
sible alternative approach consists of expanding the contact
interaction of DM with the SM and include the “mediator” as
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Table 9 Simplified models for scalar and fermion DM

Mediator spin Channel DM spin Model name Discussed in
section

0 s 0 0s0 3.2.1

0 s 1
2 0s 1

2 3.2.2

0 t 1
2 0t 1

2 3.2.3
1
2 t 0 1

2 t0 3.3.1
1
2 t 1

2
1
2 t

1
2 3.3.2

1 s 0 1s0 3.4.1

1 s 1
2 1s 1

2 3.4.2

1 t 1
2 1t 1

2 3.4.3

propagating degrees of freedom of the theory. By increasing
the number of parameters necessary to specify the unknown
DM interactions one gains a more complete theoretical con-
trol.

In this section we will summarize the phenomenology
of the simplified models for DM and, wherever available,
provide the most important results concerning the collider
searches, the DM self-annihilation cross sections and the
cross sections for DM scattering with nucleons.

So far, as is customary when discussing EFTs, we have
followed a bottom-up approach: the list of effective opera-
tors comes purely from symmetry and dimensional analyses.
The shift to simplified models now makes it more advan-
tageous to reverse the logic and use a top-down approach
from here on. We will categorize the models according to
the quantum numbers of the DM particle and the mediator,
and to the mediator type (s- or t-channel); see Table 9. This
classification refers to 2 → 2 tree-level processes and the
model names we choose are designed as an easy-to-recall
nomenclature.

We have decided to limit the discussion to scalar and
fermion DM only, and not to include in the list the cases
where the DM is a massive vector particle. In the spirit of the
simplified models, the smallest possible number of degrees of
freedom should be added to the SM. Also, the model build-
ing with vector DM is necessarily more involved. Further-
more, many DM searches at the LHC are based on count-
ing analyses, for which the DM spin is typically not very
relevant. Event topologies more complex than the /ET + j
can be constructed, along with angular variables [87,104],
which would also allow the exploration of the spin of the
DM particle, to some extent. However, we believe that at
the present stage of LHC searches for DM, the simplified
models discussed in this review already capture a very rich
phenomenology.

Before reviewing the features and the phenomenology of
all the cases listed in Table 9, we first point out some general
properties of simplified models.

3.1 General properties of simplified models

As discussed above, when building a simplified model for
DM one wants to extend the SM by adding new degrees of
freedom: not too many, otherwise simplicity is lost; not too
few, otherwise the relevant physics is not described com-
pletely. To this end, one builds simplified models according
to the following general prescriptions:

(i) The SM is extended by the addition of a DM particle,
which is absolutely stable (or, at least, stable on collider
scale).

(ii) The new Lagrangian operators of the models are renor-
malizable and consistent with the symmetries: Lorentz
invariance, SM gauge invariance, DM stability.

In addition to these exact symmetries, the SM has other
important global symmetries. Baryon and lepton number are
anomalous, but they can be treated as exact symmetries at the
renormalizable level. So, we require that simplified models
respect baryon and lepton number.

On the other hand, the flavor symmetry of the SM can be
broken by new physics, but we need to ensure this break-
ing is sufficiently small to agree with high-precision flavor
experiments. One very convenient approach to deal with this
is to impose that new physics either respect the SM flavor
symmetry or the breaking of it is associated with the quark
Yukawa matrices.

This idea is known as Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV)
[181]. It also allows us to keep small the amount of CP vio-
lating effects which are possibly induced by new physics.
Throughout this paper we will adopt MFV, although it would
be interesting to have results for simplified models also in the
very constrained situations where this assumption is relaxed.

Following the guidelines outlined above, we now proceed
to build and discuss the phenomenology of simplified mod-
els.

3.2 Scalar mediator

The simplest type of simplified model is the one where a
scalar particle mediates the interaction between DM and the
SM. Their interaction can occur via s-channel or t- channel
diagrams. The scalar mediator could be real or complex. In
the complex case, it has both scalar and pseudoscalar compo-
nents. We will separately discuss the cases where the medi-
ator is a purely scalar or a purely pseudoscalar particle.

As for the DM, it may either be a scalar (0s0 model) or a
Dirac or Majorana fermion (0s 1

2 model). The more complex
possibility of a fermion DM being a mixture of an EW singlet
and doublet will be discussed later, as it leads to a hybrid
0s 1

2/1s 1
2 model.
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The primary focus will be on the tree-level mediator cou-
plings to SM fermions (and the couplings to gluons arising at
one loop), being the most important for LHC phenomenol-
ogy.

An important aspect to keep in mind when dealing with
scalar mediators is that they generically mix with the neutral
Higgs. In turn, this would affect the Yukawa couplings and the
tree-level vertices of the Higgs with two gauge bosons. Such
deviations with respect to SM Higgs couplings are severely
constrained by Higgs production and decay measurements,
although not excluded completely. A common approach in
the literature is to simply set the mixing of the scalar mediator
with the Higgs to zero, thus keeping the minimal possible set
of parameters.

On the other hand one must also consider the possibil-
ity that the Higgs boson itself can serve as a scalar medi-
ator between the DM and the rest of the SM, thus provid-
ing a rather economical scenario in terms of new degrees of
freedom, and sometimes a richer phenomenology. Connect-
ing the DM sector to the SM via the Higgs field may have
also interesting consequences for the electroweak symmetry
breaking and the Higgs vacuum stability, and it is possible
to link the solutions of the hierarchy problem and of the DM
problem in a unified framework [182–189].

3.2.1 Scalar DM, s-channel (0s0 model)

In the case where DM is a real scalar singlet φ, the mediation
is via s-channel and the mediator is a neutral scalar. The
most minimal choice is to consider the Higgs boson h as a
mediator, rather than a speculative dark sector particle [2,45,
55,183,190–195].

Such a model is described by the Lagrangian

L0s0 = 1

2
(∂μφ)2 − 1

2
m2

φφ2 − λφ

2
√

2
vhφ2 (30)

with v = 246 GeV. The DM coupling term of the form φ4

does not play a relevant role for LHC phenomenology and it
will be neglected.

The low-energy Lagrangian (30) needs to be completed,
at energies larger than mh , in a gauge-invariant way, using
the Higgs doublet H

L0s0 = 1

2
(∂μφ)2 − 1

2
m2

φφ2 − λφ

4
φ2H†H (31)

Note that this model is described by renormalizable interac-
tions. A discrete Z2 symmetry under which H is even and φ

is odd would make φ stable and prevent φ − H mixing.
The model parameters are simply {mφ, λφ} and one can

distinguish two main regimes: mφ < mh/2, mφ > mh/2.

Collider For DM lighter than half of the Higgs mass (mφ <

mh/2), the Higgs can decay on-shell to a DM pair. The
main collider constraint comes from the invisible width of

the Higgs, say Γh,inv/Γh � 20 %. The Higgs to DM decay
responsible for the invisible width is

Γ (h → φφ) = λ2
φ

32π

v2

mh

√√√√1 − 4m2
φ

m2
h

. (32)

Taking Γh = 4.2 MeV for mh = 125.6 GeV, the 20 %
constraint gives λφ � 10−2.

In the opposite regime (mφ > mh/2), the invisible width
constraint does not apply anymore. The cross-section for DM
production at the LHC is further suppressed by λ2

φ and phase
space, thus making mono-jet search strategies irrelevant. The
most important constraint for this region of parameter space
is on the spin-independent (SI) scattering cross-section from
direct detection experiments.

DM self-annihilation Using (30), the DM self-annihilation
cross section to SM fermions of mass m f is

〈σvrel〉(φφ → f̄ f ) = λ2
φm

2
f

8π

(
1 − m2

f

m2
φ

)3/2

(m2
h − 4m2

φ)2 + m2
hΓ

2
h

+O(v2
rel) (33)

where vrel is the relative velocity of DM particles.
Using the high-energy completion Eq. (31), the annihila-

tion to hh final states also opens up,

〈σvrel〉(φφ → hh) = λ2
φ

512πm2
φ

, (mh = 0). (34)

DM scattering on nucleons The effective Lagrangian at the
DM-quark level is

Leff =
∑
q

yqλφv

4m2
h

φ2q̄q (35)

where the Yukawa coupling yq is defined by mq = yqv/
√

2.
The DM-nucleon scattering cross section is given by Eq. (20),
with coefficient (cf. Table 8)

cN =
∑

q=u,d,s

yqλφv

4m2
h

mN

mq
f (N )
q

+ 2

27
f (N )
G

⎛
⎝ ∑

q=c,b,t

yqλφv

4m2
h

mN

mq

⎞
⎠

= λφmN

2
√

2m2
h

⎛
⎝ ∑

q=u,d,s

f (N )
q + 6

27

⎛
⎝1 −

∑
q=u,d,s

f (N )
q

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠ ,

(36)

where f (N )
q are given in Table 7, and recalling that f (N )

G ≡
1 − ∑

q=u,d,s f (N )
q .
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3.2.2 Fermion DM, s-channel (0s 1
2 model)

� GENERIC CASE
The next case we would like to consider is a spin-1/2 DM
particle, taken to be a Dirac fermion. The Majorana case only
involves some minor straightforward changes.

We consider two benchmark models where the gauge-
singlet mediator is either a scalar S or a pseudoscalar A,
described by the Lagrangians [196,197]

L0Ss
1
2

= 1

2
(∂μS)2 − 1

2
m2

S S
2 + χ̄(i /∂ − mχ )χ − gχ Sχ̄χ

−gSMS
∑
f

y f√
2
f̄ f, (37)

L0As
1
2

= 1

2
(∂μA)2 − 1

2
m2

A A
2 + χ̄ (i /∂ − mχ )χ

−igχ Aχ̄γ 5χ − igSMA
∑
f

y f√
2
f̄ γ 5 f, (38)

where the sum runs over SM fermions f . The DM particle
is unlikely to receive its mass from electroweak symmetry
breaking, so its interaction with the mediator has not been
set proportional to a Yukawa coupling.

As for the operators connecting the mediators to SM
fermions, the MFV hypothesis requires the coupling to be
proportional to the Yukawas y f . However, in full general-
ity it is possible to have non-universal gSM couplings, e.g.
g(u)

SM �= g(d)
SM �= g(�)

SM, for up-type quarks, down-type quarks

and leptons. Notably, the situation where g(u)
SM �= g(d)

SM arises
in Two-Higgs-Doublet Models. In the following we will
focus on the universal couplings, but the reader should keep
in mind that this is not the most general situation.

Another caveat concerns the mixing of the scalar mediator
with the Higgs. In general, Lagrangian operators mixing a
gauge singlet scalar with a Higgs doublet (e.g. S2|H |2) are
allowed. As discussed in the introduction of Sect. 3.2 we will
follow the common assumption by neglecting these mixings.
However, we will later discuss an example of these when
discussing the Scalar-Higgs Portal.

So, the simplified models described by Eqs. (37) and (38)
have a minimal parameter count:

{mχ ,mS/A, gχ , gSM}. (39)

ColliderThe mediators have decay channels to SM fermions,
DM particles or to gluons (via a fermion loop dominated by
the top-quark). The corresponding partial widths are

Γ (S/A → f̄ f ) =
∑
f

Nc( f )
y2
f g

2
SMmS/A

16π

(
1 − 4m2

f

m2
S/A

)n/2

(40)

Γ (S/A → χ̄χ) = g2
χmS/A

8π

(
1 − 4m2

χ

m2
S/A

)n/2

(41)

Γ (S/A → gg) = α2
s g

2
SM

32π3

m3
S/A

v2

∣∣∣∣∣ fS/A

(
4m2

t

m2
S/A

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

(42)

where Nc( f ) is the number of colors of fermion f (3 for
quarks, 1 for leptons), and n = 1 for pseudoscalars, 3 for
scalars. The loop functions are

fS(τ ) = τ

[
1 + (1 − τ) arctan2 1√

τ − 1

]
(43)

f A(τ ) = τ arctan2 1√
τ − 1

(44)

for τ > 1.
Other loop-induced decay channels, such as decay to γ γ ,

are sub-dominant. Of course, in the presence of additional
(possibly invisible) decay modes of the mediators, the total
width will be larger than the sum of the partial widths written
above.

Typically, the decay to DM particles dominates, unless the
mediator is heavy enough to kinematically open the decay
to top-quarks. Also notice the different scaling with respect
to DM velocity (1 − 4m2

f /m
2
S/A)n/2 for scalars and pseu-

doscalars. In the region close to the kinematic boundary, the
decay width of A is larger and therefore one expects stronger
constraints on pseudoscalars than on scalars.

There are three main strategies to search for this kind of
simplified model at colliders: missing energy (MET) with
1 jet ( /ET + j), MET with 2 top-quarks ( /ET + t t̄), MET
with 2 bottom-quarks ( /ET + bb̄), see Fig. 2. Much recent
and ongoing effort has gone into improving predictions for
these signals by including next-to-leading-order (NLO) QCD
effects in simulations of the signals from these and other
simplified models [82,198–200].

The /ET + j searches are expected to provide the strongest
discovery potential, but the channels with heavy quarks
tagged can have much lower backgrounds, and they can get
more and more relevant as the energy and the luminosity of
LHC is increasing.

DMself-annihilationThe self-annihilations of two DM parti-
cles are the key processes to consider when studying the relic
abundance (freeze-out mechanism in the early universe) or
the indirect detection constraints (constraints from observa-
tions of DM annihilation products, usually studying annihi-
lation in the halo or galactic center today).

The thermally averaged self-annihilation cross sections of
Dirac DM χ , via a scalar or pseudoscalar mediator, to SM
fermions f are

〈σvrel〉(φφ → S → f̄ f )

= Nc( f )
g2
χg

2
SMy2

f

16π

m2
χ

(
1 − m2

f

m2
χ

)3/2

(m2
S − 4m2

χ )2 + m2
SΓ

2
S

v2
rel (45)
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Fig. 2 Diagrams contributing to /ET + j , /ET + t t̄ and /ET +bb̄ signals. The /ET + j diagrams involve loop of top-quarks. while /ET + t t̄, /ET +bb̄
involve tree-level emission of mediator from a t-channel top-quark exchange. Most Feynman diagrams were generated using TikZ-Feynman [201]

〈σvrel〉(φφ → A → f̄ f )

= Nc( f )
g2
χg

2
SMy2

f

4π

m2
χ

(
1 − m2

f

m2
χ

)1/2

(m2
A − 4m2

χ )2 + m2
AΓ 2

A

. (46)

For Majorana DM, the above cross-sections get multiplied
by 2. Notice that the annihilation via scalar mediator is in
p-wave (v2-suppressed) even for m f �= 0.

DMscatteringonnucleons In the low-energy regime at which
DM-nucleon scattering is taking place, it is possible to inte-
grate out the mediator and recover the EFT description, with
the operators

OS = gχgSMyq√
2m2

S

(χ̄χ)(q̄q) = gχgSMyq√
2m2

S

OD1 (47)

OA = gχgSMyq√
2m2

A

(χ̄ iγ 5χ)(q̄iγ 5q) = gχgSMyq√
2m2

A

OD4 (48)

describing the DM-quarks fundamental scattering, and
expressed in terms of the operators in Table 1. Remember
that the operator coefficients must be evaluated at the scale
where scattering is occurring [92,141], by performing RG
evolution from the high energy theory as well as matching
conditions at the quark mass thresholds.

The scalar exchange gives rise to spin-independent DM-
nucleon scattering, while the pseudoscalar gives a spin and
momentum suppressed cross-section. The latter case does not

provide significant constraints from direct detection exper-
iments. As for the SI case, the elastic DM-nucleon cross
section (for Dirac DM) is given by Eq. (20), with effective
coupling (cf. Table 6)

cN =
∑

q=u,d,s

f (N )
q

mN

mq

(
gχgSMyq√

2m2
S

)

+ 2

27
f (N )
G

∑
q=c,b,t

mN

mq

(
gχgSMyq√

2m2
S

)

=
(
gχgSM

vm2
S

)
mN

⎡
⎣ ∑
q=u,d,s

f (N )
q

+ 6

27

⎛
⎝1 −

∑
q=u,d,s

f (N )
q

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦ . (49)

where we have again used that f (N )
G = 1 − ∑

q=u,d,s f (N )
q

and that gSM was assumed to be flavor-universal, otherwise
one cannot take that factor out of the sum over quarks. Sample
numerical values of the couplings f (N )

q are listed in Table 7.

� CASE STUDY 1: HIGGS AS MEDIATOR
As a first case study, we consider one specific realisation
of the 0s 1

2 model outlined earlier, where the Higgs itself
serves as the scalar mediator particle. We already considered
this possibility in Sect. 3.2.1 for the case of scalar DM (0s0
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model), and we will consider another scenario involving both
Higgs and vector mediators in Case Study 4 on Page 36. Here
we want to outline the main features of this “Higgs portal”
model for Dirac fermion DM [52,89,114,202–205].

The Lagrangian of the model at low energies is

L ⊃ − h√
2

⎡
⎣∑

f

y f f̄ f + χ̄ (yχ + iyPχ γ 5)χ

⎤
⎦ (50)

which can be matched to the Lagrangians Eqs. (37) and (38)
of Sect. 3.2.2, provided that yχ = gχ

√
2, or yPχ = gχ

√
2,

gSM = 1.
Notice, however, that here the Higgs h is a real scalar

field (not a pseudoscalar, like the generic mediator A); so
the pseudoscalar coupling in Eq. (50) only affects the h-DM
interaction and not the usual Yukawa interactions between the
Higgs and the SM fermions f . So the generic pseudoscalar
model 0As

1
2 cannot be completely matched with the model

in Eq. (50) since the Higgs is a real scalar.
At energies larger than the Higgs mass, the effective

Lagrangian in Eq. (50) is completed in a gauge-invariant way
as

L ⊃ −H†H

2v
χ̄(yχ + iyPχ γ 5)χ (51)

which is described by a dimension-5 operator.
The model parameters are simply {mχ , yχ } or {mχ , yPχ },

if one considers the scalar and pseudoscalar couplings sepa-
rately.

Collider For DM lighter than half of the Higgs mass (mχ <

mh/2), the on-shell decays of the Higgs into a DM pair con-
tribute to the Higgs invisible width

Γ (h → χ̄χ) = y2
χmh

16π

(
1 − 4m2

χ

m2
h

)3/2

(52)

or

Γ (h → χ̄χ) = (yPχ )2mh

16π

(
1 − 4m2

χ

m2
h

)1/2

(53)

The experimental constraint Γh,inv/Γh � 20 % gives
yχ , yPχ � 10−2, for Γh = 4.2 MeV and mh = 125.6 GeV
[124].

The opposite mass regimemχ > mh/2 is not significantly
constrained by collider data, for couplings within the pertur-
bative domain.

DM self-annihilation The thermally-averaged annihilation
cross sections for Dirac fermion DM are

〈σvrel〉(χχ → f̄ f ) = Nc( f )
y2
χ y2

f

32π

m2
χ

(
1 − m2

f

m2
χ

)3/2

(m2
h − 4m2

χ )2 + m2
hΓ 2

h

v2
rel

(54)

〈σvrel〉(χχ → f̄ f ) = Nc( f )
(yPχ )2y2

f

8π

m2
χ

(
1 − m2

f

m2
χ

)3/2

(m2
h − 4m2

χ )2 + m2
hΓ 2

h

.

(55)

For Majorana DM one needs to include an extra factor of 2.
The scalar coupling does not produce s-wave cross sec-

tions. For DM masses above the Higgs mass, the Lagrangian
operator Eq. (51) opens up self-annihilations to two Higgses
or longitudinal gauge bosons

〈σvrel〉(χχ → HH) = 1

64πv2

[
(yPχ )2 + v2

rel

4
y2
χ

]
. (56)

DM scattering on nucleons At low energies, after integrating
out the Higgs field, we end up with the effective Lagrangian

Leff ⊃ y f

2m2
h

(q̄q)
[
χ̄ (yχ + iγ 5yPχ )χ

]
. (57)

The coupling yχ multiplies the OD1 operator while yPχ is
in front of a OD2 operator. Therefore, the scalar coupling
is responsible for spin-independent cross section, while the
pseudoscalar coupling drives a spin and momentum depen-
dent cross-section, as described in Sect. 2.2. The spin-
independent cross section can be found via Eq. (20) with
coefficient

cN = yχmN√
2vm2

h

⎡
⎣ ∑
q=u,d,s

f (N )
q + 6

27

⎛
⎝1 −

∑
q=u,d,s

f (N )
q

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦
(58)

The current best limits on spin-independent cross-section
from LUX [206] rule out a fermion DM coupling to Higgs
with the correct thermal relic abundance for mχ � 103 GeV.
However, unknown particles/interactions may reduce the
abundance of DM coupled to Higgs and relax the tension
with DD data.

On the other hand, because of much weaker constraints
on spin and momentum suppressed cross sections, there are
currently no limits on perturbative values of yPχ from direct
detection, thus leaving this case as still viable.

� CASE STUDY 2: SCALAR-HIGGS PORTAL
Another specific realization of the 0s 1

2 model arises by allow-
ing mixing between a real scalar mediator S and the Higgs
boson. In this case, to keep the model as minimal as possible,
the mediator S is not allowed to have couplings directly to the
SM fermions, but only through the “Higgs portal”. Therefore,
this kind of model looks like a Two-Higgs-Doublet Model
(2HDM) extension of the SM Higgs sector (see Ref. [207]
for a review and Refs. [208,209] for some recent work on the
pseudoscalar mediator case). The DM is again assumed to be
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a Dirac fermion and the Lagrangian describing the model is

L ⊃ 1

2
(∂μS)2 − 1

2
m2

S S
2 + χ̄ (i /∂ − mχ )χ − h√

2

∑
f

y f f̄ f

−yχ Sχ̄χ − μS S|H |2 − λS S
2|H |2. (59)

The cubic and quartic self-couplings of the mediator S do
not play any role for LHC phenomenology and they have not
been considered in the Lagrangian. Another simplification
is to forbid the S mediator from developing a VEV, 〈S〉 =
0. The generalization where this assumption is relaxed is
straightforward.

This model is described by the 4 parameters: {mχ ,mS,

λS, μS}. The mediator-Higgs mixing driven by μS leads us
to diagonalize the mass matrix and find the physical mass
eigenstates h1 and h2(
h1

h2

)
=

(
cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

)(
h
S

)
, (60)

where the mixing angle is defined by tan(2θ) = 2vμS/(m2
S−

m2
h + λSv

2), in such a way that θ = 0 (μS = 0) corresponds
to a dark sector decoupled from the SM, and the physical
masses are approximately given by

mh1 � mh (61)

mh2 �
√
m2

S + λ2
Sv

2, (62)

so that h1 corresponds to the physical Higgs boson of mass
∼125 GeV.

In the mass-eigenstate basis, the Lagrangian (59) reads

L ⊃ − (h1 cos θ − h2 sin θ)
∑
f

y f√
2
f̄ f

− (h1 sin θ + h2 cos θ)yχ χ̄χ. (63)

This Lagrangian is of the same form as the generic oneL0Ss
1
2

of Eq. (37), where we can identify h2 with S and read the
corresponding couplings

gχ = yχ cos θ (64)

gSM = − sin θ, (65)

while the Higgs Yukawa couplings to fermions are reduced
as y f cos θ .

Collider In addition to the Yukawa couplings, the cos θ sup-
pression also appears in the trilinear couplings of the Higgs
with two gauge bosons, and therefore θ is constrained by
Higgs physics measurements as well as EW precision tests.
The limits from LHC Run I Higgs physics are the most strin-
gent ones and give sin θ � 0.4 [210,211].

The invisible width of the Higgs decaying to DM particles
is

Γ (h1 → χ̄χ)
y2
χ sin2 θmh1

8π

(
1 − 4m2

χ

m2
h1

)3/2

, (66)

W±/Z

h1/h2

q

q̄

W±/Z

χ

χ̄

Fig. 3 Diagram of the process contributing to mono-W/Z signals in
Scalar-Higgs Portal

and for a light enough mediator, the h1 → h2h2 decay can
also open up. The calculation of the invisible BR of the Higgs
should also take into account that the Higgs decays to SM
fermions receive a cos2 θ suppression.

On top of the usual /ET + j signal, this 2HDM-like sim-
plified model possesses other interesting channels that may
distinguish it from the generic scalar mediator case. For
instance, mono-W/Z signals can arise at tree level as in Fig. 3.

An important feature is the destructive interference
between the exchange of h1 and h2, which has an impact
on both LHC and DD phenomenology.

Furthermore, the h1h2
2 trilinear vertex is likely to change

the phenomenology of mono-Higgs signals by adding to the
usual diagram (Fig. 4 left), and the diagram with triangle
top-loop (Fig. 4 right).

DM self-annihilation and scattering on nucleons The DM
self-annihilation rate and scattering rate are identical to the
generic case with scalar mediator described by Eqs. (45) and
(49) respectively, with the couplings gχ , gSM replaced with
the expressions in Eqs. (64) and (65).

3.2.3 Fermion DM, t-channel (0t 1
2 model)

Let us now turn to consider the most common situation of this
kind, where the DM is a spin- 1

2 (Dirac or Majorana) fermion
χ and the mediator is a scalar particle η. The interaction of
interest is the one connecting χ and η to a quark field q:
ηχ̄q+h.c. Since DM cannot have color charge, η has to be
colored. As for flavor, in order to comply with MFV, either
η or χ should carry a flavor index. Although models with
flavored DM has been considered [38,212,213], we consider
here the situation of unflavored DM where η carries flavor
index [61,75–78,78,115,125,173,214–216]. In this case the
mediator closely resembles the squarks of the MSSM, for
which extensive searches already exist (see e.g. [123]).

Having decided that η carries both color and flavor indices,
it remains to be seen whether it couples to right-handed quark
singlets (up-type or down-type) or to left-handed quark dou-
blets. The choice made here is to couple η to right-handed
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Fig. 4 Diagrams contributing to mono-Higgs signals in Scalar-Higgs Portal

up-type quarks ui = {uR, cR, tR}, so that the Lagrangian for
the 3 mediator species ηi reads

L0t 1
2

⊃
∑

i=1,2,3

[
1

2
(∂μηi )

2 − 1

2
M2
i η2

i + (giη
∗
i χ̄ui + h.c.)

]
.

(67)

Other choices for mediator-quark interactions can be worked
out similarly.

The MFV hypothesis imposes universal masses and cou-
plings M1 = M2 = M3 ≡ M and g1 = g2 = g3 ≡ g, thus
resulting in a three-dimensional parameter space

{mχ , M, g}. (68)

However, the breaking of this universality is possible, result-
ing in a splitting of the third-generation mediator (i = 3)
from the first two (i = 1, 2).

Stability of DM against decays is ensured by considering
mχ < mη, so that DM decays are not kinematically open.

Collider Given the similarity of the mediator to squarks, col-
lider searches for this class of model can fruitfully combine
usual mono-jet with strategies for squark detection. The main
contributions to the /ET + j process come from the dia-
grams in Fig. 5, relative to the processes uū → χ̄χ + g,
ug → χ̄χ + u, ūg → χ̄χ + ū.

Typically, the diagram on the right of Fig. 5 tends to dom-
inate because of larger parton luminosity of the gluon. The
gluon radiation from the t-channel mediator is also possi-
ble (last diagram of Fig. 5), but it is suppressed by a further
1/M2 (it would correspond to a dimension-8 operator in the
low-energy EFT).

Mono-jet searches allow the possibility of a second jet:
/ET + 2 j . These processes are mainly sourced by mediator
pair production (pp → η1η

∗
1) followed by mediator splitting

(η1 → χu), as in Fig. 6, relative to processes gg → χ̄χ ūu,
ūu → χ̄χ ūu. If the DM is a Majorana particle, further medi-

ator pair production processes are possible, initiated by uu
or ūū states.

Unlike squark searches, where the squark-neutralino cou-
pling is fixed by supersymmetry to be weak, in the simplified
models g1 is a free parameter. Depending on its magnitude,
the relative weights of the diagrams change. For instance, if
g1 is weak (g1 	 gs) the QCD pair production dominates
over the production through DM exchange.

Comprehensive analyses of collider constraints on t-
channel mediator models with fermion DM have been pre-
sented in Refs. [76–78,216]. The combination of mono-jet
and squark searches leads to complementary limits. The
mono-jet searches are usually stronger in the case where the
DM and the mediator are very close in mass.

Before closing this part, it is useful to quote here the result
for the mediator width, in the model of Eq. (67)

Γ (ηi → χ ūi ) = g2
i

16π

M2
i − m2

χ − m2
ui

M3
i

×
√

(M2
i − m2

χ − m2
ui )

2 − 4m2
χm

2
ui . (69)

DM self-annihilation The main process for DM
self-annihilations is χ̄χ → ūi ui , via t-channel exchange
of the mediator ηi . This is the relevant process for indirect
DM searches.

However, the situation is different for freeze-out calcu-
lations. If the DM and the mediator are sufficiently close
in mass (Mi − mχ � Tfreeze-out), coannihilations become
relevant and one should also take into account the media-
tor self-annihilations and the χη scatterings. The details of
these processes are strongly dependent on whether the DM
is a Dirac or Majorana fermion.

For Dirac χ (0t 1
2 D model)

〈σvrel〉(χ̄χ → ūi ui ) = 3g4
i

32π

m2
χ

(m2
χ + M2

i )2
(mui = 0)

(70)
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Fig. 6 Diagrams contributing to /ET + 2 j signals in 0t 1
2 model

〈σvrel〉(χη∗
i → ui g) = g2

s g
2
i

24π

1

Mi (mχ + Mi )
(mui = 0)

(71)

〈σvrel〉(ηiη∗
i → gg) = 7g4

s

216π

1

M2
i

, (72)

while the process ηiη
∗
i → ūi ui is p-wave suppressed.

For Majorana χ (0t 1
2 M model)

〈σvrel〉(χχ → ūi ui ) = g4
i

64π

m2
χ (m4

χ + M4
i )

(m2
χ + M2

i )4
v2

rel (mui = 0)

(73)

is p-wave suppressed, and
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〈σvrel〉(χη∗
i → ui g) = g2

s g
2
i

24π

1

Mi (mχ + Mi )
(mui = 0)

(74)

〈σvrel〉(ηiη∗
i → ūi ui ) = g4

i

6π

m2
χ

(m2
χ + M2

i )2
(mui = 0)

(75)

〈σvrel〉(ηiη∗
i → gg) = 7g4

s

216π

1

M2
i

. (76)

The p-wave suppressed self-annihilation cross section for
Majorana DM bas been thought to be an issue for study-
ing this model with indirect detection. However, it has been
noted that the radiation of an EW gauge boson is able to lift
the suppression and open up phenomenologically interesting
channels for indirect detection [170–173]. This has interest-
ing implications, as the decay of a radiated massive gauge
bosons into hadronic final states means that even if the medi-
ator only couples the DM to leptons, photons and antiprotons
will inevitably be produced. Electroweak radiation is in gen-
eral important to take into account when attempting to explain
an observed signal such as the apparent excess in the positron
flux [217,218] without overproducing other standard model
particles such as antiprotons [219]. This is especially impor-
tant in the 0t 1

2 M model when the DM and mediator are near
degenerate in mass, as the 2 → 3 process χ̄χ → f̄ f ′V can
even dominate over the 2 → 2 process χ̄χ → f̄ f .

DM scattering on nucleons As before, the phenomenology is
quite different for Dirac and Majorana DM. The DM-nucleon
scattering in the low-energy is driven by the effective operator
(χ̄ui )(ūiχ), which can be expanded using Fierz identities
into a sum of s-channel operators in the chiral basis [173]

(χ̄ui )(ūiχ) = 1

2
(χ̄γ μPLχ)(ūiγμPRui )

∼ OD5 − OD6 + OD7 − OD8, (77)

where PL = 1−γ5
2 and PR = 1+γ5

2 are the usual chiral pro-
jection operators. If χ is a Dirac fermion, the D5 operator is
non-vanishing and provides the spin-independent contribu-
tion to the DM-nucleon cross section

σ SI
χN = g4

1

64π

μ2
χN

(M2
1 − m2

χ )2
f 2
N (N = n, p), (78)

where fn = 1, f p = 2 because in the Lagrangian Eq. (67),
χ scatters only with up-quarks.

If χ is a Majorana fermion, the D5 and D7 operators van-
ish identically and the others only contribute to the spin-
suppressed scattering operators ONR

4 , ONR
8 and ONR

9 , listed
in Table 5. For Dirac DM (0t 1

2 D), limits from the LHC and
direct detection turn out to be incompatible with full relic den-
sity abundance from thermal freeze-out. On the other hand,
the 0t 1

2 M model withmχ � 100 GeV is still viable. Of course

one should keep in mind that bounds from the relic density
are not robust, as the DM may not be thermally produced, or
thermal production may make only a fraction of the present
DM density.

3.3 Fermion mediator

When the mediator is a fermion, the 2 → 2 scattering process
of a pair of colorless DM particles with two SM particles
occurs in the t-channel. The DM can either be a scalar ( 1

2 t0
model) or a fermion ( 1

2 t
1
2 model).

3.3.1 Scalar DM, t-channel ( 1
2 t0 model)

If the DM is a SM-singlet scalar φ, it is possible for the medi-
ator to be a vector-like fermion ψ exchanged in the t-channel.
Following Ref. [220], we will consider the Lagrangian

L 1
2 t0

⊃ 1

2
(∂μφ)2 − 1

2
mφφ2 + ψ̄(i /D − Mψ)ψ

+ (yφψ̄qR + h.c.). (79)

One can choose to couple the DM and the mediator to any
SM right-handed or left-handed fermion. The choice made
in Eq. (79) consists of focusing on couplings to right-handed
quarks, which plays the major role for LHC and direct detec-
tion phenomenology (see Refs. [221,222] for the lepton
case). The discussion for the case of couplings to qL would
be straightforward. This model has also been mentioned in
Ref. [76].

Of course, a singlet scalar DM can also have interactions
with the Higgs boson, of the kind discussed in Sect. 3.2.1.
However, in the spirit of the simplified model one usually
ignores such interactions when studying the model described
by Eq. (79).

By putting together the limits from the LHC, direct detec-
tion, indirect detection, thermal relic abundance, and pertur-
bativity of the coupling constant y, one finds that this model is
rather constrained, but still some parameter space is available,
for mφ � 1 TeV and mψ/mφ � 2 (see Refs. [220,223,224]
for more details).

Collider At the LHC, it is possible to produce a pair of
DM particles starting from two quarks with the mediator
exchanged in the t-channel, and associated initial-state radi-
ation. This would give the usual mono-jet ( /ET +j) signal. In
addition, if the mediator is light enough, a pair of mediators
can be produced, with each of them subsequently decaying
into DM and a quark, thus producing an /ET signal in asso-
ciation with 2 or more jets. One can therefore combine these
two kinds of strategies to improve the discovery potential.

Notice that, since the mediator carries color and EW
charges, the mediator pair-production can proceed either by
DM exchange or by direct QCD and EW Drell–Yan produc-
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tion (see Refs. [225,226] for experimental results on vector-
like quark searches).

For mediator masses Mψ of the same order as mφ , the
current LHC constraints imply mφ � 1 TeV, but the bounds
gets weaker as the mediator mass gets higher [220].

DM self-annihilation The main tree-level process for DM
self-annihilations is φφ → q̄q, via t-channel exchange of
the mediator ψ . This is the relevant process to be consid-
ered for indirect DM searches. The thermally-averaged self-
annihilation cross section reads [220,222]

〈σvrel〉(φφ → q̄q) = 3y4

4π

1

m2
φ

(
1 + r2

)2

×
[
m2

q

m2
φ

(
1 − 2

3

1 + 2r2

(1 + r2)2 v2
)

+ v4

15(1 + r2)2

]
(80)

with r ≡ mψ/mφ > 1. Notice the d-wave suppression v4, in
the case of massless final state particles mq = 0, peculiar to
real scalar annihilations, and in contrast with the well-known
p-wave suppression at work when the annihilating particles
are Majorana fermions.

The processes of Virtual Internal Bremsstrahlung (radi-
ation of a gluon from the t-channel mediator line), or the
loop-induced annihilation of φφ → gg are able to lift the
velocity suppression and open up potentially sizeable contri-
butions to the annihilation cross sections. In particular, the
one-loop process contributes as σv ∼ r−4 (but without mq

suppression) while the internal Bremsstrahlung contributes
as σv ∼ r−8.

So, for mediator masses sufficiently close to the DM par-
ticle (r close to 1) these higher-order contributions are able
to overcome the tree-level process and dominate the annihi-
lation cross section. However, when the mediator and DM
mass are very close, it is also necessary to take into account
the effects of co-annihilations (e.g. ψ̄ψ → q̄q) in the early
universe.

As for the general treatment of the annihilations of two
particles carrying color, the non-perturbative Sommerfeld
effects may play an important role, see Refs. [124,214,220].

DM scattering on nucleons In this model, the DM scattering
on nucleons can proceed by tree-level fundamental interac-
tions of DM with quarks (via exchange of ψ), or by loop-
induced interactions of DM with gluons. In the former case,
integrating out the heavy mediator ψ leads to effective inter-
actions proportional to the quark mass operator and a twist-2
operator

Leff,1 ∝ mqφ
2q̄q, (81)

Leff,2 ∝ i

2
(∂μφ)(∂νφ)

[
q̄γ μ∂νq + q̄γ ν∂μq − (1/2)gμν q̄ /∂q,

]
(82)

ψa

g

g

χ̄

χ

Fig. 7 Diagram for DM pair production in 1
2 t

1
2 model

while in the latter case,

Leff,3 ∝ αs

π
φ2Tr[GμνG

μν]. (83)

The corresponding spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering
cross section can be found using Eq. (20), with coefficient
[220,227]

cN = y2

m2
φ

[
2r2 − 1

4(r2 − 1)2 f (N )
q + 3

4
(q(N )

2 + q̄(N )
2 )

− 8

9

y2

24(r2 − 1)
f (N )
g

]
(84)

where q(N )
2 , q̄(N )

2 are the second moments of the PDFs of
the parton q in the nucleon N , the first term comes from
Leff,1, the second term fromLeff,2 and the last term from the
perturbative short-distance contribution from Leff,3, where
loop momenta are of the order of the DM mass.

3.3.2 Fermion DM, t-channel ( 1
2 t

1
2 model)

In the case of fermionic DM with a fermion mediator
exchanged in the t-channel, the LHC production can be ini-
tiated by two gluons (see tree-level diagram in Fig. 7). The
fermion DM cannot be colored, so the mediator needs to be
a fermion octet (gluino-like) particle ψa of mass M .

The operators appearing at the lowest order in the
Lagrangian of the model are

L 1
2 t

1
2

⊃ ψ̄a(i /D − M)ψa + 1

Λ
Ga

μν(ψ̄
aσμνχ + h.c.) (85)

where Dμ is the covariant derivative involving the gluon field
and the dimension-5 operator is of the form of a chromo-
magnetic dipole operator (resembling the gluino–gluon–bino
interaction in SUSY).
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Extensive searches are performed for this kind of medi-
ator, driven by the interest in SUSY models. Limits from
direct QCD production of gluino-like mediators decaying to
two gluons and two DM particles tell us that the mediator
must be heavier than about 1150 GeV (95 % CL) for DM
masses below 100 GeV [228].

However, apart from the direct mediator searches, no anal-
yses have been performed to study the fermion octet in
the context of a simplified model with a DM particle, to
our knowledge. Of course, the dimension-5 interaction in
Eq. (85) would lead to rather weak signals at LHC. But a
careful study of this model, also in view of possible future
colliders, would be interesting.

3.4 Vector mediator

With a vector mediator, often labelled Z ′, it is possible to
produce a DM pair from an initial state of two quarks by
exchanging the mediator in the s-channel, with DM being
a scalar (1s0 model) or a fermion (1s 1

2 model), or in the
t-channel, with fermion DM (1t 1

2 model).
We will consider the vector mediator as having an explicit

mass, without trying to justify it from a more complete UV
theory, following the philosophy behind simplified models.
It is assumed that there exists some UV completion that can
avoid problems of gauge invariance, anomaly cancellation
and mass generation; and importantly, that the phenomenol-
ogy is independent of the UV completion. However, care
must be taken, since this is not always the case. Some choices
of parameters within simplified models can be pathological,
such that no fully consistent UV completion exists. This is
the case for a fully axial-vector model, where the model vio-
lates gauge invariance unless the SM particles also couple
to the mediator via a vector coupling [229]. This can lead
to unphysical signals in regions where the model violates
perturbative unitarity [125,230–232].

3.4.1 Scalar DM, s-channel (1s0 model)

For a complex scalar DM φ of mass mφ coupled to the vector
mediator Vμ (often labelled Z ′) of mass MV , the Lagrangian
of the model is given by

L1s0 ⊃ −Vμ

⎡
⎣gφ

[
φ∗(i∂μφ) − φ(i∂μφ∗)

]

+
∑
f

f̄ γμ(gVf + gA
f γ

5) f

⎤
⎦ , (86)

where the sum over f extends to all SM fermions.
The couplings gV,A

f need to be flavor independent in order
to respect MFV hypothesis. It is customary in the literature

to reduce the number of free parameters by considering only
the limiting cases of a “purely vector” (gA

i = 0) or a “purely
axial” (gVi = 0) mediator.

Collider The collider phenomenology of this class of models
is crucially dependent on the leading decay channels of the
vector mediator, provided they are kinematically accessible.
The decay width of V to SM fermions f , with color number
Nc( f ), is given by

Γ (V → f̄ f ) = Nc( f )
MV

12π

√√√√1 − 4m2
f

M2
V

×
[
|gVf |2

(
1 + 2m2

f

M2
V

)
+ |gA

f |2
(

1 − 4m2
f

M2
V

)]
, (87)

while the (invisible) decay width to DM particles is

Γ (V → φφ) = g2
φMV

48π

(
1 − 4m2

φ

m2
V

)3/2

. (88)

Roughly speaking, if invisible decays dominate (V → φφ),
we expect the collider phenomenology to be driven by MET
searches (e.g. mono-jet); conversely, if the mediator predom-
inantly decays to SM fermions, the best search strategy would
be the heavy resonances (e.g. di-jets [230] or di-leptons,
although the latter case is highly constrained [91,233]).

Further constraints arise from requiring a particle inter-
pretation of the mediator (narrow-width approximation):
ΓV /MV < 1.

DM self-annihilation The DM self-annihilation cross sec-
tion, to be used for relic density calculations or for indirect
detection, is

〈σvrel〉(φφ → f f̄ ) = Nc( f )
g2
φ

6π

m2
φ

√
1 − m2

f

m2
φ

(4m2
φ − M2

V )2

×
[
|gVf |2

(
1 + 1

2

m2
f

m2
φ

)
+ |gA

f |2
(

1 − m2
f

m2
φ

)]
v2

rel, (89)

which is in p-wave.

DMscattering on nucleonsAt low-energies, the DM-nucleon
scattering is described by the effective operator

Leff =
∑
q

gφ

M2
V

[
φ∗(i∂μφ) − φ(i∂μφ∗)

]

×
[
q̄γ μ(gVq + gA

q γ 5)q
]

�
∑
q

gφgVq
M2

V

[
φ∗(i∂μφ) − φ(i∂μφ∗)

] [
q̄γ μq

]
(90)

where the axial contribution has been neglected. Notice, how-
ever, that the operator mixing due to the RGE flow would
generate a vector contribution even starting from a purely
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axial term [234]. The spin-independent component of the
cross section can be found using Eq. (20), with coefficients
(cf. Table 8)

cp = 1

M2
V

gφ(2gVu + gVd ), cn = 1

M2
V

gφ(2gVd + gVu ). (91)

3.4.2 Fermion DM, s-channel (1s 1
2 model)

This class of models has been studied extensively; For a
non-exhaustive list, see Refs. [7,10,34,46,50,54,64,90,91,
125,229–231,233,235–245]. The Lagrangian of the model
is given by

L1s 1
2

⊃ −Vμ

⎡
⎣χ̄γμ(gVχ + gA

χ γ 5)χ

+
∑
f

f̄ γμ(gVf + gA
f γ

5) f

⎤
⎦ , (92)

where the sum over f extends to all SM fermions. If χ is
Majorana, the vector bilinears vanish identically, so gVχ = 0.

The MFV hypothesis imposes the couplings gV,A
f to be

flavor independent. In the most general case, there are several
model parameters, therefore a “purely vector” (gA

i = 0) or
a “purely axial” (gVi = 0) mediator is often assumed in the
literature.

Collider The collider phenomenology of the mediator is the
same as the one already discussed for the 1s0 model, except
that the invisible width of the mediator is now given by the
same expression as the decay to SM fermions Eq. (87) with
the index f replaced by the index χ and Nc(χ) = 1.

DM self-annihilation The dominant (s-wave) contribution to
the DM self annihilation cross-section is

〈σvrel〉(χχ → f f̄ ) = Nc( f )

2π

m2
χ

√
1 − m2

f

m2
χ

(4m2
χ − M2

V )2

×
⎧⎨
⎩|gVχ |2

[
|gVf |2

(
2 + m2

f

m2
χ

)
+ 2|gA

f |2
(

1 − m2
f

m2
χ

)]

+ |gA
χ |2|gA

f |2
m2

f

m2
χ

(
1 − 4m2

χ

m2
V

)2
⎫⎬
⎭ , (93)

where the term proportional to |gA
χ |2|gVf |2 is absent here

because it appears only at the level of p-wave.

DMscattering on nucleons In the low-energy limit, the effec-
tive interactions relevant for DM-nucleon scatterings are

Leff =
∑
q

1

M2
V

[
χ̄γμ(gVχ + gAχ γ 5)χ

] [
q̄γ μ(gVq + gAq γ 5)q

]
(94)

The gVχ gVq terms lead to a SI cross section, while the purely
axial terms proportional to gA

χ g
A
q lead to SD scattering. The

cross terms gVχ gA
q , gA

χ g
V
q give cross sections suppressed by

either the DM velocity or the momentum, so they are sub-
dominant and can be neglected. Again, it should be noted
that, because of operator mixing induced by the RGE flow,
the axial and vector quark currents mix and the term propor-
tional to gVχ gA

q would also contribute to the dominant term
gVχ gVq . The spin-independent component of the cross-section
is given by Eq. (20) with coefficients (cf. Table 6)

cp = 1

M2
V

gVχ (2gVu + gVd ), cn = 1

M2
V

gVχ (2gVd + gVu ),

(95)

and the spin-dependent component by Eq. (21) with coeffi-
cient (cf. Table 6)

cN = 1

M2
V

∑
q=u,d,s

gA
χ g

A
q Δ(N )

q , (96)

where sample values for Δ
(N )
q are given in Table 7.

� CASE STUDY 3: Z AS MEDIATOR
The SM Z boson itself may serve as a vector mediator,
rather than a speculative particle. In this case, the couplings
gV,A
f of the Z boson to SM fermions are well-known: gV =

(g2/ cos θW )(1/4 − (2/3) sin2 θW ), gA = −g2/(4 cos θW )

for up-type quarks, and gV = (g2/ cos θW )(−1/4 +
(1/3) sin2 θW ), gA = g2/(4 cos θW ) for down-type quarks,
where g2 is the SU (2)L gauge coupling and θW is the weak
mixing angle.

The Lagrangian has the same form as that of a generic vec-
tor mediator Eq. (86) for scalar DM or Eq. (92) for fermion
DM, therefore all the results listed in Sects. 3.4.1 and 3.4.2
apply, except that the Z couplings to fermions gV,A

f are
known.

Let us summarize the main points of the analysis car-
ried out in Ref. [124], to which we refer the reader for
further details. In the mass regime where Z -decays to DM
are kinematically allowed (mχ < MZ/2), the experimental
constraint on the Z invisible width ΓZ ,inv � 2 MeV gives
gφ � 0.08(g2/ cos θW ) and gV,A

χ � 0.04(g2/ cos θW ).
The opposite mass regimemχ > MZ/2 is not significantly

constrained by collider data with respect to the much stronger
constraints coming from direct detection.

Indeed, direct detection experiments (currently dominated
by LUX results), place quite strong limits on gVχ , gφ �
10−3(g2/ cos θW ) for DM masses around 100 GeV, while
the spin-dependent interactions lead to a milder bound on
gA
χ � 0.3(g2/ cos θW ) for DM mass around 100 GeV.

As far as the thermal relic density is concerned, a scalar
thermal DM candidate accounting for 100 % of the DM abun-
dance is ruled out, for mφ � TeV. As for fermion DM, the
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pure vector case (gA
χ = 0) is still compatible with direct

detection and relic abundance for DM masses above about
1 TeV (and near the resonance region mχ � MZ/2), while
a thermal DM candidate with pure axial couplings to the Z
(gVχ = 0) is still viable in most of the parameter space with
mχ > MZ/2.

However, It should be kept in mind that the conclusions
drawn above are only valid within the simple model described
by the SM plus the DM particle; new physics particles and
interactions at the weak scale can have a big impact on the
bounds from relic density.

� CASE STUDY 4: A SUSY-INSPIRED EXAMPLE,
SINGLET-DOUBLET DM
A different possibility is to allow mixing between an EW
singlet and an EW doublet as a mechanism to generate inter-
actions between the dark and the visible sectors [246–250]
(see also Refs. [251,252] for alternative electroweak repre-
sentations). Such a situation is also interesting because it
can be realized in SUSY with a bino-higgsino mixing, in the
decoupling limit where the masses of the scalar superpartners
and of the wino are much larger than M1 and |μ|.

The particle content of the model consists of a fermion
singlet χ and two fermion doublets Ψ1 = (Ψ 0

1 , Ψ −
1 )T and

Ψ2 = (Ψ +
2 , Ψ 0

2 )T , with opposite hypercharges. There is a
discrete Z2 symmetry under which χ,Ψ1, Ψ2 are odd while
the SM particles are even. The Lagrangian describing the
interactions is given by

L = χ̄ (i /∂)χ +
∑
i=1,2

Ψ̄i (i /D)Ψi − 1

2
(χ, Ψ1, Ψ2)M (χ, Ψ1, Ψ2)

T

(97)

where Dμ is the covariant derivative and the mass matrix is

M =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

mS y1
v√
2

y2
v√
2

y1
v√
2

0 mD

y2
v√
2

mD 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (98)

withmS,mD the mass parameters for the singlet and doublet,
respectively. The off-diagonal singlet-doublet mixing terms
arise from interaction terms with the Higgs (after EW sym-
metry breaking) of the kind −χ(y1HΨ1 + y2H†Ψ2) + h.c.

The diagonalization of the mass matrix via the unitary
matrix U performs the shift to the mass-eigenstates basis
where the physical spectrum of the model becomes apparent:
2 charged states χ± and 3 neutral states χ1,2,3 such as⎛
⎝χ1

χ2

χ3

⎞
⎠ = U

⎛
⎝ χ

Ψ1

Ψ2

⎞
⎠ (99)

with the lightest neutral state χ playing the role of the DM
particle.

In the language of SUSY, the lightest neutralino coming
from the mixing with bino-higgsino states is the DM. One
can recover the SUSY situation with the following identi-
fications: mS = M1,mD = |μ|, y1 = − cos βg1/

√
2 and

y2 = sin βg1/
√

2, where g1 is the U (1)Y gauge coupling
and β is the misalignment angle between the VEVs of Hu

and Hd : tan β = vu/vd .
In the mass-eigenstates basis it is also easy to read the

interactions between the new states and the SM bosons (phys-
ical Higgs h and Z ,W±)

L ⊃ −hχ̄i (�(chi j ) + �(chi j )γ
5)χ j

− Zμχ̄iγ
μ(�(cZi j ) − �(cZi j )γ

5)χ j

− g2

2
√

2
((Ui3 −U∗

i2)W
−
μ χ̄iγ

μχ+

− (Ui3 +U∗
i2)W

−
μ χ̄iγ

μγ 5χ+ + h.c.), (100)

with i, j = 1, 3 and where the couplings to h and Z are

chi j = 1√
2
(y1Ui2Uj1 + y2Ui3Uj1),

cZi j = g2

4 cos θW
(Ui3U

∗
j3 −Ui2U

∗
j2) (101)

Notice that the DM coupling to Z boson cZ11 has no imaginary
part, leading to a purely axial-vector interaction, and there-
fore to a spin-suppressed cross section of DM with nucleons,
arising from a mix of operators ONR

4 , ONR
8 and ONR

9 .
As we see, this model generates a somewhat hybrid situ-

ation given by a combination of 0s 1
2 and 1s 1

2 models, where
the mediation from the dark to the visible sector is provided
by both the Higgs and the W, Z bosons.

The self-annihilations of DM proceed via s-channel
exchange of a Higgs or a Z boson, to a fermion–antifermion
final state. But it is also possible for DM to exchange a χi or
a χ± in the t-channel to lead to hh, Z Z ,WW final states.

If kinematically open, the interactions in Eq. (100) con-
tribute to the invisible width of h and Z , as

Γ (h → χ1χ1) = |ch11|2
4π

mh

(
1 − 4m2

χ1

m2
h

)3/2

(102)

Γ (Z → χ1χ1) = |cZ11|2
6π

mZ

(
1 − 4m2

χ1

m2
Z

)3/2

(103)

and the limits on these widths can be used to place bounds
on the parameter space

At the LHC, there is a richer phenomenology due to the
presence of more (also charged) states. Indeed, in addition to
a top-loop-induced gluon fusion process gg → χiχ j there
is also a Drell–Yan-type production via EW bosons which
opens production modes of the kind qq̄ → χiχ j , χ

+χ− (Z -
exchange) or qq̄ → χiχ

± (W -exchange). The further decay
of the heavier part of the spectrum χ±, χ2,3 to the lightest
DM particle χ1 involves further gauge boson radiation with
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the possibility of lepton-rich final states (such as 2�+ /ET or
3� + /ET ), offering clean handles for searches.

3.4.3 Fermion DM, t-channel (1t 1
2 model)

At tree-level, it is possible to produce a pair of fermion-
DM particles by two initial-state quarks exchanging a vector
mediator in the t-channel. In order to preserve the color-,
flavor- and charge-neutrality of DM, the mediator should
carry flavor, color and electric charge. In particular, it must
be a color-triplet.

The corresponding LHC phenomenology has some sim-
ilarities with that of the 0t 1

2 model (squark-like mediator),
as similar diagrams contribute to the mono-jet signal. But on
the other hand, the direct production of the mediator would
be different, because of its quantum numbers under SU (3)c
and Lorentz.

As for the 1
2 t

1
2 model, to our knowledge there have been

no analyses of the phenomenology of a color-triplet mediator
in the context of a simplified model with a DM particle.

4 Conclusions

In this review we have discussed and compared two impor-
tant frameworks to describe the phenomenology of particle
(WIMP) DM and simultaneously keep the number of param-
eters as minimal as possible: the EFT approach and simplified
models.

Both of these approaches have virtues and drawbacks, but
it is now clear that the use of EFTs in collider searches for
DM suffers from important limitations. Therefore, simplified
models are a compelling candidate for providing a simple
common language to describe the different aspects of DM
phenomenology (collider, direct and indirect searches).

Of course, this does not mean that alternative approaches
are not possible or not interesting, and by no means this state-
of-the-art review should be regarded as exhaustive. The sub-
ject is currently rapidly changing and expanding, in response
to an ever-increasing interest in the problem of the identifi-
cation of DM.

We have provided an overview of the subject of EFTs for
DM searches, spelling out the theoretical issues involved in
its use but also its advantages. For each effective operator,
we also highlighted how to make the connection among the
different search strategies.

In the section dedicated to simplified models, we provided
a general classification of the models, and proposed a simple
nomenclature system for them (cf. Table 9). Wherever avail-
able, we collected the main results regarding the application
of the simplified model to describe the phenomenology of
DM production at collider, DM self-annihilations and DM
scattering with nuclei. We also emphasized, to the best of

our knowledge, which models have been least addressed in
the literature, encouraging work to fill these gaps.

By interpreting the results of the different DM searches
within a single theoretical framework, such as the one pro-
vided by simplified models, it is possible to dramatically
increase the discovery potential and make the discovery of
DM more accessible.
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